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INTRODUCTION
The development of the physical health of children
has come to be regarded as an important part of education.
A better understanding of the relation of diet to dis
ease has resulted in studies of the food habits and
health habits of children with a view to improving them.
Through studies made by doctors and

dietitians, it has

been found that health depends to a very large extent on
correct eating habits, and that children must have food
in proper quantities and of the right kind. Physical
health is essential to the development of mental and mor
al health, which make for effective living, growth and
development. Therefore it is very necessary that children
form correct eating habits while they are young.
The custom of providing meals for children at school
has in recent years become well established in some of
the large cities and a few rural communities. Provision
was made for school meals in Munich, Germany as early as

1790.1
Most of the early efforts at school feeding in Ameri
ca were directed toward special groups of children, tnose
who showed signs of undernourishment. The need to provide
food for all children in schools has gradually emerged
and is now fully recognized as an essential in all second
ary schools and in many elementary schools.
Bryant, - School Feeding With an Introduction.
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Philadelphia was one of the pioneer cities to serve
school lunches. As early as 1894 the Starr Association, a
benevolent organization started penny lunches at one
school in a poor district of the city, and later extended
the service to another school. Out of this work develop
ed, in time, a Lunch Committee of the Home and School
League, which gradually enlarged until penny lunches were
being served in nine schools of the city. Very little has
been done in Texas rural schools along this line. Nothing
has been done in Houston County toward improving the
school lunch situation.
A regular school lunch shared by the teachers and
pupils has tremendous advantages, in that it draws the
pupils and teachers together socially and at the same
time it gives the teacher an opportunity to teach healtheating habits.
An adequate diet is as essential to growing chil
dren's health as light and air are to them physically.
They cannot develop to their fullest capacities as in
dividuals, equipped to get all that is good and worth
while out of life except through good health. Dependent
as we are upon our schools to prepare youth for maturity,
we are even more dependent upon them for the health of
children, if we are to maintain and develop healthy
children.
Recent studies of rural conditions show that rural
children tend more than city children to be belov; p
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physically. This may be due to the fact that rural people
often fail to realize the advantages of the fresh whole
some food at their command.
"Not only many of the ills of childhood, decayed
teeth, and stunted growth, but also some of the physical
disorders of later life have been traced to lack of
proper nourishment during the early years."

1

It is also an advantage to the school system to have
adequately fed children, because it is expensive on the
machinery of education to operate on a mind listless from
hunger or befogged by indigestible food.
It was found from an experiment to determine the ef
fect of food alone on the health and growth of school
children, by Dr. Gastpan of Great Britain, that four
times as many cases of diseases are found among the poor
ly nourished as among the well nourished. Therefore every
parent, teacher and school agent should co-operate in
establishing adequate school lunches in the schools.
Holt, states in her book, 'Pood, Health and Growth,
that there is evidence that when the diet is properly
balanced, that is when it contains the fat, protein, and
carbohydrate in the right relation to each other, a
child can digest very much larger amounts of fat than
when the diet is unbalanced.
According to recent research Dr. Sherman now pre
dicts that life may be extended at least seven years by a
Procter and Gamble - School Lunch Manual H. E. Department.
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diet adequate in four essentials;

calcium, protein,

vitamin A, which promotes growth and vitamin C principal
ly known as a preventor of scurvy, aid in postponing
senitily and is another advantage of optimum eating. He
also adds that nutritional improvement lowers the death
rates of young as well as the middle aged and old. The
school should aid in supplying the essentials in food
through supervised school lunch. The practical importance
of normal nutrition to the child is very great, as it not
only affects his childhood but also its effects reach
forward into adult life.
A potential influence of malnutrition on school
achievement, is well illustrated in a study made by Dr.
Elizabeth Woods, head of the Department of Psychology and
Educational Research of the Los Angeles City Schools. The
purpose of the study was measuring the effect of a thor
ough-going nutrition program on the mental output of the
children involved. Dr. Woods' general conclusion was that
the children concerned in this study showed a distinct
gain not only in weight and general physical well-being,
but in academic accomplishment, in spite of the loss of
time in certain classes incidental to their daily rest
period.
It is stated in Rose, Feeding the Family, that the
school lunch should be of the simplest character; a slice
of bread and butter, a glass of milk and a cracker, or a
bowl of cereal and milk. Such good results have followed
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the introduction of these school lunches—gains in weight,
improved general health, and better school behavior that
they are now a part of the regular school program in many
places.
The school lunch by Smedley states, that the phenom
enal development of the school lunch throughout this
country in the last ten years indicates that such ser
vice fills a real need in the life of all school children.
Since the above facts are true one can readily see
that the school lunch is important and has a decided ef
fect on the physical and mental condition of pupils.
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PRESENT STATUS OP SCHOOL LUNCH IN HOUSTON COUNTY
The school lunch In Houston County Is far below the
minimum standard of providing adequate school lunches.
The source of food for school lunches Is limited.
People do not grow enough fruits, vegetables, nor produce
enough milk nor poultry. There is an average of about oneeighth fruit trees per family. Eight kinds of vegetables
are given during the spring months.
In a survey made in 1934 it was found that seventeen
hundred school children out of a group of two thousand
seven hundred children examined were malnourished. A
large per cent were suffering with decayed teeth, a large
number were underweight, and stunted in growth. There are
only eight schools in the county with any type of organ
ized system to provide for lunches or the care of lunches.
The typical procedure for the lunch period in these
eight schools is as follows; handwashing, singing grace,
passing papers to be used as a lunch cloth, spreading
lunch and cleaning up when ^11 have finished eating. The
teachers suggest from time to time the kind of food that
the students should bring to school. These teachers only
make suggestions and do not attempt to force students to
bring the type of foods that they have suggested. Some of
the errors in school lunches are due to the ignorance of
teachers and parents.
The lunches in these schools consist of biscuits,
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meat (pork or bacon; rabbit or chicken); baked sweet po
tatoes; cookies; pies; syrup; and milk.
It was found that the teacher was the main worker in
the school lunch project. She was working without full
support of the parents or school authorities in all cases
except three.
A close study was made of nineteen schools in the
county. The enrollment of these schools was 1652; with an
average daily attendance of 1379. In the communities of
these schools three hundred thirty-six (336) families
owned their homes and four hundred seventy-three (473)
families were renting. It was found that a few children
walked a distance of five miles to school and back home,
making a total of ten miles that they walked each day. Of
the number 1652, only seven hundred ninety-seven (797)
children lived near school and not a very large number
lived near enough to school to return home for lunch. One
thousand one hundred fifty-nine (1159) children carried
lunch to school, ninety-five went home for lunch, and
three hundred eighty-eight (388) remained at school with
out any lunch.
Types of containers used for carrying lunches, lunch
boxes, paper bags, and tin buckets.
Six schools of the nineteen studied have some system
of supervising school lunches. Eleven school have shelves
or tables to store lunches until the noon period and take
care of empty containers after noon, '.teachers eat with
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students during lunch period. Pupils are taught to follow
different rules in preparing for lunch as, passing in
line, washing hands, singing grace, preparing desks for
lunch, passing and spreading the lunch. Pood used in the
lunches in the nineteen schools studied were sweet pota
toes, biscuits, syrup, fruit, bacon, eggs, peas, butter,
milk and cake.
Twelve of these schools had the friendly attitude of
their parents but not any concrete help. One school re
ceived co-operation from the parent teacher association.
It was also noted that the disease most common in
these communities and schools were malaria, colds, flu,
measles, whooping cough, typhoid fever, pneumonia and
sore eyes. This condition is typical of the entire county.
Checking the above statements one may understand why
25$ of the students failed to make a passing grade last
school year.
The children are weighed and measured in one school
once each month, in order that a close check may be kept
on the malnourished students. Pupils in this school have
made a good record, only one student failed last school
term. Teachers in this school see that each child gets
the type of food that has been suggested by the doctor or
health nurse. These teachers contacted the parents and
gave them suggestions and information concerning the
wholesome foods that were raised and could have been
raised at home and in the school garden.
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The most common method of serving school lunches; is
the ringing of the bell, passing lunches, and marching on
the campus. Children are allowed to eat without washing
their hands, and they eat just as they like, since they
are left to do as they please and they often do the most
harmful things.
Considering the condition of the school lunch prob
lem in the county, the schools should organize their
plants so that there will be time and means to provide
for adequate school lunches.
The teachers and the parents should accept the re
sponsibility of carrying on the school lunch wor*k. The
teacher should interest the parents in the problem, be
cause it is the parents to a great extent that will help
to put the program over. Any school can do some of these
things. If it is absolutely impossible to serve a hot
lunch, the next best thing is a hot beverage to accom
pany the cold lunch brought from home. This can be ac
complished with very little equipment or effort and at an
extremely small cost per person. In warm weather, cold
milk can be substituted for cocoa or soup. The children
can manage it with a little supervision. The responsi
bility of planning the work, the cost, and the experi
ence of the actual preparation and serving of the food,
are excellent training, fully as worth while as any of
the less practical projects undertaken in the schools.
The box lunch: - It is necessary to select a con-
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tainer which will keep the food in the best condition and
which itself can' be cleaned easily and thoroughly. The
metal container probably is most satisfactory. It will
protect the food from rain and snow; and will stand a
great deal of abuse. Glasses or jars for soft or semiliquid foods may be placed in it. There is some danger
from food spoilage when food particles or crumbs are al
lowed to collect in a metal container, therefore, fre
quent and thorough washing in warm suds follow by a rinse
of boiling water and occasional exposure to sun and air
will be necessary to make it perfectly safe for carrying
food.
The type of box equipped with a thermos bottle is
especially desirable for the child at whose school noth
ing but is served at noon. If the child cannot afford to
buy a thermos bottle it may use a fruit jar, wrapped with
paper.
Clean waxed paper or tissue paper will not only sim
plify the task of packing the lunch, but will keep the
food in better

condition. Foods packed in a box without

first being wrapped are not only unattractive, but are
unappetizing to taste, for the flavor of one food is very
quickly passed on to another when they are kept in a
tight container.
Small glass jars with tight-fitting covers, such as
those in which mayonnaise or peanut butter or jams are
packed may be used for custards, stewed fruit for des-
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sert, or in packing the jam for the sandwiches separately
from the bread and milk.
Foods for the lunch box: fresh fruits, canned fruits,
vegetables and sandwiches are usually the foundation of
the lunch. Muffins, corn bread, graham crackers, dessert,
salad, nuts, raisins, dates, peanut butter, milk, eggs,
meat and cheese may also be used. The selections are to
be made considering the other meals of the day.
Among the hot dishes which are most suitable for
serving at the lunch prepared at school are creamed soups,
scalloped vegetables, macaroni and spaghetti combinations,
beans, cheese dishes and creamed fish.
If one has no equipment to prepare a hot lunch; a
large five gallon can will answer the purpose. Place the
can on a heater, put a rack in the can, fill the can about 1/3 full with water. Appoint from time to time stu
dents to take charge of heating lunches and serving
lunches.'As

students enter school their vegetables or

main dishes are placed in the' can containing water and
by noon the food is hot. The food is brought to school
already packed in jars.

SUMMARY
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The study of the school lunches in Houston County
gave the greatest proof that the lunch situation needs
improving-.
Not a small part of the value of the noon lunch
served at school is the training received by the children
in the selection of foods. The teaching of health habits
is now considered as essential as arithmetic or geogra
phy, and there is no more forceful way of teaching chil
dren the relation of food to health than by means of the
school lunch.
Before he finishes school, every child should have
enough knowledge of the use of food in the body to enable
him to select his own food intelligently. The most effec
tive way to train children in food selection is through
the school lunch whether it is the simple supplementary
hot dish of the rural school or the more varied luncheon
served in the perfectly equipped lunch room of the city
school. Here children learn to eat and to like many of
the wholesome foods which they would never eat at home.
This sort of information which helps to maintain
healthy bodies and active minds, is just as important as
any other form of instruction offered in a school.
The conditions described in this discussion put the
Negro school children in Houston County in a serious
plight. Unless improvement is made in the school lunch
situation they will not be able to keep pace with the
rapid movement of the present age. It does not only handi-
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cap them personally but it will constitute a detriment to
the state. Every child should be given every good advan
tage, not only for himself or his own benefit but for the
benefit of society.
Houston County should plan to secure the service of
a county health nurse who with the Home Economic teach
ers and doctors may help in setting up a good school
lunch program in each school.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
HOUSTON COUNTY SCHOOLS

Name of school
Address

Principal

Number of teachers

Number of pupils

Average daily attendance
Number of parents that own their homes
ing

Number rent

Number of grades taught in school

State the furtherest distance that pupils walk to school

How many students live near school?
Number of children that bring lunch each day
Type of container used by students for lunches
Method of serving lunches at school
Provision made for caring for lunches
How many students do not bring lunch?
Average per cent of students that failed to make a grade
last school year
How many students go home for lunch?
Type of food used in school lunch
What agents co-operate in providing adequate school
lunch
Attitude of parents toward providing school lunches

diseases most common in your community

-
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